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Executive summary
This deliverable describes the status of the tools of the TRACTION project, after one year into the
project. It describes the software development process that was put into place to implement each of
the tools, as well as the process that was followed to gather the requirements necessary to
implement these tools. Moreover, this document provides an up-to-date description of the
architecture of each of the tools as well as the development process that was carried out. The final
products that came out of these processes are presented. The document also briefly touches on how
these products were used to feed the first round of user trials. Finally, an outlook on the near future
and lessons learned from the current development cycle are discussed. The implementation of the
technologies is part of the WP2 activities.
This deliverable is divided into six main sections:
Section 1 serves as a basic introduction and overview, presents the structure and the intended
audience.
Section 2 describes the software development process that was put into place and followed during
the development phases of the tools. It also describes how the process was implemented and which
testing and documentation procedures were followed.
Section 3 details the requirements gathering process and its steps. Starting from focus group
sessions, via storyboarding and wireframes to final requirements. It also gives a list of the final
requirements gathered in the end and how they were handed over to the development teams.
Section 4 describes the common architecture implemented to support the development of each of
the tools. Moreover, it also delves into greater detail concerning the specific architecture
implemented for each one of the tools.
Section 5 discusses the actual development process itself and describes how the tools were
developed, deployed and tested. It also touches briefly on how the first user trials for each of the
tools were conducted.
Section 6 offers an outlook for the near future of the project, discusses open issues and lessons
learned during the current iteration of the development phase.
This deliverable’s main contributions include:
•
•
•

A description of the processes for software development and requirements gathering
applied during the first iteration of the toolset;
The architectures put into place to support the development phase;
The resulting products, the trials in which they were tested and a brief outlook on the
future development of the tools.
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Introduction
1.1

Purpose of the deliverable
This deliverable represents an intermediate snapshot of the requirements, the
technology implemented so far and a description of the processes followed to reach this
point. The main components of the project’s toolset discussed in this deliverable are as
follows:
•

•
•

The Media Vault, which provides features for video transcoding, authentication,
content upload, tagging and face recognition, mobile support, automatic
translation, database and users’ communication;
The Performance Engine, containing tools for multi-screen capabilities, delivery
of real-time content, synchronization and content adaptation and sharing;
The Immersive Environment, which provides a player for immersive video, access
to 3D experiences, accessible features and adaptation of content.

For each of these three components, this document will describe the processes followed
for implementing the software as it is now, the processes followed for gathering and
eliciting the requirements and highlight the current status of each one of these
components.

1.2

Intended Audience
This is a public deliverable, intended for anyone interested in the progress of the
TRACTION project, which aims at using opera as a means for facilitating social inclusion,
artistic creation, community participation and the use of technology to support this goal.
More specifically, this deliverable gives the reader an overview of the progress of the
technological innovations and processes that the project implemented so far in pursuit of
these stated goals.

1.3

Structure
This deliverable is divided into four main sections. The first section details the software
development and deployment processes that were followed in order to develop the
tools, the second section presents the technical requirements and the processes that
were followed for gathering them: from focus group interviews to storyboarding and
wireframes to the final technical requirements. The third section covers the architecture
of the tools and final section describes the implementation of these requirements in
more detail and presents the final products developed from the requirements.
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Software Development Process
Before the start of any coordinated development of tools in this project, a development
process was set up. This chapter details the process that was followed, its justification
and its implementation. Further, it details guidelines that were followed to ensure
maintainability, correctness of the implemented software and reduction of potential
bugs.

2.1

Introduction
In order to support and facilitate the development of the various tools in the project and
coordinate work across multiple geographical locations, we had to adopt and implement
a software development process. This section describes this process in greater detail,
elaborating on stakeholders, tools used and workflows for collaboration.

2.2

Process Description
The process that was adopted for the development of the tools within the project
borrows ideas from the Toyota Production System (TPS), which is a management system
originating in the 1980s at Toyota in Japan used to successfully optimise their
manufacturing processes. Over the years, this system has been adapted to software
development processes, while keeping its core tenets in place. At its very core, TPS
focuses on continuous improvement, collaboration, elimination of waste and just-in-time
production.

Figure 1: Example of a Kanban board

More concretely applied to software, this means constant communication between
stakeholders, an open and traceable process, continuous testing and deployment,
breakdown of work and requirements into its most atomic components and prioritisation
of said work based on what is needed to fulfil the milestone at hand.
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Moreover, these tasks are arranged on a so-called Kanban board, another idea
originating from TPS. It is essentially a board with three (or more) columns and each task
is represented as a card on this board. Most commonly, the three columns on a Kanban
board are labelled as such:
•
•
•

To Do
In Progress
Done

Each task starts its life on the board in the To Do column, providing an overview of the
work that is still to be completed. Tasks from the first column are selected based on their
implementation effort and/or priority and moved to the next column, In Progress. This
column provides a quick overview of what is currently being worked on and by whom.
Once a task is completed, the work can be submitted for review and if it meets the
requirements for completion, it can be moved to the Done column, at which point the
functionality implemented for completing the task is ready for deployment. If changes
are requested by the reviewer, the task shall remain in the second column and worked
on until it meets all stated requirements.

2.3

Implementation
In order to implement the process outlined in the previous section, we broke the
requirements that came out of the requirement gathering process down into measurable
tasks and used Github’s issue tracker to create an issue for each one of them.

Figure 2: Labelled issues in Github issue tracker
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In order to be able to distinguish between them and prioritise them, each requirement
was assigned a predefined label. The most important labels are as follows:
-

-

-

User Story: Core functionality of the application, directly derived from a user
requirement. For instance, the possibility to upload media.
Enhancement: A functionality that, while not explicitly defined in the
requirements, is still instrumental to the system or presents functionality in
support of a user story. For instance, the possibility to upload multiple files at
once.
Bug: Undesired behaviour that arises either from an error in the existing
implementation or unexpected behaviour of the environment the code is
running in.
Acceptance test: A high-level series of steps defined with stakeholders of the
project to verify certain functionality. For instance, being able to create an
account. This was used in the run-up to the trial for verifying implemented
functionality

The labelled issues in the issue pool were then prioritised and assigned to three
consecutive milestones with fixed deadlines during which the issues should be resolved.
Once assigned to a milestone, the issues were actually placed on a Kanban board, also
supplied by Github’s project management tools. As an example, for the MediaVault, two
Kanban boards were employed, one for back-end tasks and one for front-end tasks. This
was done in order to be able to separately track progress on the front-end and the backend of the application.

Figure 3: Kanban board for milestone
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2.4

Testing Procedures
In order to ensure correctness of the code and reduce the number of bugs, a series of
testing and validation procedures were put into place. First and foremost, these
consisted of a suite of unit tests validating code correctness on the most granular level
concerning single classes, modules of functions.
This unit test suite can be run manually within the developer’s local machine, but is also
set up to run automatically every time a new pull request for a feature is created. Should
a test fail to run, the pull request cannot be merged until the underlying issue is
addressed. Similarly, also the pipeline which deploys code to the public staging server
runs and verifies the unit test suite and performs coverage analysis.

Figure 4: Final report and coverage analysis of unit test suite

Furthermore, the project also defined a series of acceptance tests, which are high-level
descriptions of functionality which can be verified by the stakeholders of the project.
More concretely, in preparation for the trial, the development team defined a series of
scenarios together with the requirements gathering team with which the readiness for
the first trial could be ascertained. This included detailed descriptions for functionality
such as account creation, media upload or commenting on media. These would then be
verified by both teams in preparation for the trial.
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2.5

Documentation
In order to attain greater maintainability and ease the addition for potential new
developers to the toolsets, an effort is made to follow common coding standards and
document code that is being written and deployed.
Adherence to the common coding standard is checked by a linting rule configuration that
has been added to the repository itself and which can be interpreted and verified against
the codebase by command line tools or a code editor. Furthermore, the standards are
also checked whenever a pull request against the development branch is created on the
main repository and merges will not be allowed, should the code contained in the pull
request fail validation against the coding standards. It should also be noted that, because
the configuration for the coding standards is part of the repository and is thus constantly
in flux, it can be changed and adapted should there be a consensus about doing so.

Figure 5: Function with documentation attached to it

Figure 5 shows an example of a documented utility function. Common procedures for
documentation are followed, a description of the purpose of the function, as well as its
parameters and return value. Apart from that, parameters and variables are selfdocumenting to some degree through the use of a statically-typed language such as
Typescript.
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Technical Requirements
In order to begin development of the tools, a series of requirements needed to be
gathered, elicited and processed. The sections in this chapter will highlight the steps
taken during this process in greater detail. More a more detailed description of the
process, refer to deliverable D4.2.

3.1

Focus Group Interviews
The first step of the requirement gathering process for each of the tools involved a series
of focus group interviews conducted by members of the project with potential end-users.
The following sections detail this process and its results for each of the tools.

3.1.1

MediaVault
Before starting the development of the MediaVault, CWI conducted a series of focus
groups with TRACTION partners at LICEU, SAMP, and INO to gather initial requirements.
The goal of this stage was to inform the design of the TRACTION technology for the three
trials, in order to build a common understanding of the project between TRACTION team
members, identify potential users, and identify and refine a set of user requirements for
toolset design. These focus groups included a booklet probe, toolset illustrations, focus
group sessions, and post-session feedback on requirements.
We obtained a set of requirements for the MediaVault and Performance Engine designs
based on the thematic analysis from the focus group trials. After uncovering important
codes and themes across the three trials, we separated codes by their relevance to the
three trials, and generated practical requirements for each set of codes. These
requirements specified what the two tools should do, and how they should perform.
They were separated into functional requirements, that specify what the system should
do and non-functional requirements, that specify what constraints exist in development
of the systems.
As shown in Error! Reference source not found. MediaVault requirements were split into
1) Interface, 2) Media, 3) Accessibility, and 4) Backend. Interface requirements described
the needs of the interface that included an onboarding process, password protected user
profiles, and a standardized tagging mechanism. Media requirements described the
needs for media support, including the ability to preview and play different types of
image, audio, video files, compress media quality based on bandwidth, and support
timestamped reactions to content. Accessibility requirements described requirements
that were important for a range of users with different language and physical needs to
use the system. These included multi language support, caption overlays, and W3C user
interface compliance. Summary requirements described different needs to summarize
content, including post notifications, a public facing co-creation timeline, and a daily
digest. Finally, Backend requirements consisted of admin permissions and concurrent
user deployment.
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Table 1: MediaVault requirement types

Code Type

Requirements

Interface

Simple and intuitive interface; Desktop/App onboarding, standardized tags
for each trial; onboarding tag; feedback (commenting and
tagging); Password protected user profiles; edit profile settings after
onboarding (description, tags); content moderation; Design for mobile and
desktop
Playback support for HD audio and video; adaptable video quality for
device/bandwidth context (compressed audio/video files); image
previews; transcode video files into MediaVault video format; ability to
upload and store standard image and video files and 360 videos; player
visualization for 360 videos; store, upload, and visualize any kind of 3D
models; timestamped media reactions (emoji, sound, text); Screencast
support
Caption overlays for videos; subtitles/descriptions (edit offline, download,
upload); W3C Compliance (e.g., colour-blind, audio descriptions); multi
language translation (English, Catalonian, Spanish, African languages,
Portuguese, Irish); offline interface that syncs with online database
Public-facing co-creation Summary timeline; Post notifications; Post thread
timeline (media for all dialogues relating to a post); Daily Digest; Calendar
schedule; hover over image preview from timeline
Admin permissions; concurrent user deployment

Media

Accessibility

Summary

Backend

3.1.2

Performance Engine
Before starting the development of the Performance Engine (PE), the teams at Vicomtech
and CWI conducted a Focus Group interview with the artistic team at SAMP as well as
with the people working with the inmates in the Leiria prison.
The purpose of this focus group was to have a bidirectional communication so that the
SAMP team could describe what they needed as well as what their expectations were,
while the developers could explain what could be achieved and what the PE could offer in
terms of co-creation and participation capabilities.
The focus group interview was conducted as an informal chat where the developers
presented their idea about the tool and asked questions related to what kind of profiles
would be using the PE and how it could help the artistic process in the co-creation phase.
The SAMP team mentioned that they expect to use the tool with inmates, former
inmates and inmate families. For the day of the representation in Lisbon the PE engine
would in principle connect the main stage together with a smaller stage inside the prison
(the Mozart Pavilion), some of the parents of the inmates acting on scene as well as some
of the former inmates, ideally actively participating to the opera representation and not
just watching the show passively.
Regarding the co-creation process, there was a lot of discussion on the best ways to use
the performance engine. Before joining the TRACTION project, the artistic team at SAMP
has never relied on technology like this so every improvement provided by technology
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would be very welcome. As an example, they mentioned that having the possibilities to
display performances from different rooms in the prison would already be very
beneficial. The artistic team (Sofia Neves and Paulo Kellerman) will create different
“capsules” over the course of 2021 to get familiar with the PE interface and have
different stakeholders use it. The PE would also be used in rehearsals and to include prerecorded content (from example from remote musicians or from personnel not admitted
to the prison) in the tests done in Leiria.
One of the features requested multiple times by the SAMP team is that the PE should be
flexible: on one hand it would have to deal with every issue that can occur during a live
performance (microphone not working, bad connection, actor forgetting his lines) while,
on the other hand, it should also allow for unscripted moment (showing interesting
things occurring on the backstage, accommodate for showing the video stream for
relevant but unexpected remote users etc.).
The last recommendation from the SAMP team was that the interface of the PE could be
complex for the parts related to the creation of an opera template, but it should have a
very intuitive and easy to use UI when used during the live representation. Ideally, more
than one person should be controlling the performance engine, to spread the cognitive
load: one person would cover the role of scene director, checking the score and that the
timing of the event is consistent; another person, covering a more artistic role, will check
what is happening on the stage and give suggestions and recommendations to the scene
director; a technical operator would only check that everything works, for example the
audio quality or that there is enough bandwidth for all the video streams.
Table 2 summarises the different requirement types as collected during the Focus Group.
Table 2: Performance Engine requirements types

Code Type
Communication
Interface
Media

3.1.3

Requirements
Flexibility; helpful in co-creation settings; allowing bi-directional
communication between remote users and people in the prison.
Support for multiple users; easy to use for non-technical people,
availability of keyboard shortcuts and video tutorials.
Support for pre-recorded content; focus on high-quality audio;
support uploading and displaying of image slideshows, videos, audio
tracks.

Immersive Experience Engine
The development of the Immersive Experience Engine is going to be based on the Focus
Groups mainly conducted in partnership with the Irish National Opera (INO), as they are
aiming to deliver an immersive virtual reality opera. INO maintains close contact with
three community partners (i.e. Conradh na Gaeilge, Music Generation and the Civic
Theatre), and the VR opera aims to reflect the communities’ culture.
In order to gather requirements for the development of the Immersive Experience
Engine, a workshop took place in September 2020, with members of the artistic team,
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the local advisory team of the Irish trial and technological partners. Deliverable D4.2
provides more information about the workshop and focus groups.
In terms of requirements identified in the workshop, three main features of the
immersive engine were discussed: Creative Content in VR, Multisensorial Content and
Social VR. In each of these categories, a number of requirements were identified:
•

•

•

Creative Content in VR: make sure the experience delivers an emotional
connection; blend in analogue inputs such as olfaction stimuli; fully embrace VR
features; and allow audio to drive the visual experience.
Multisensorial Content: music should guide the sensorial experience, which can
include haptics, touch, etc.; sensory elements cannot distract from main
experience and its use should be tailored to individuals; haptics, for instance, can
help with accessibility.
Social VR: virtual user models offer freedom when representing humans in the
virtual space; social VR enables the introduction of ceremony and occasion, as
the social experience is an important part of attending an opera/theatre; it also
allows the creation of a lobby for bridging digital and physical worlds, where
audiences meet and express their ideas about the experience, or artists can
collaborate and co-create.

These characteristics are guiding the design and development of the Immersive
Experience Engine, which can be used to enable communities and artists to collaborate
and audience members to connect with each other and the content. The list of
requirements will evolve during the development of user stories, wireframes and pilot
activities.
It is clear from the discussions of the first year of TRACTION that the Immersive
Experience Engine will be used to enhance the virtual opera, in conjunction with the
other tools of the toolset. This means that the Immersive Experience Engine will enrich
the main performance by adding a virtual space for co-creation, communication,
collaboration and audience interaction.
Following the finalization of initial requirements, the storyboarding of the Immersive
Experience Engine is going to be developed in conjunction with further feedback from
INO. The user stories will be defined in order to describe the uses of the tool in the trial,
which include the roles of artists/creators in using social VR to co-create and
communicate; communities, which present their stories, engage with artists and with
each other; and audiences, which attend the opera, chat about specific moments of the
opera and interact in a “lobby” before and/or after the performance.
Another tool that is part of the Immersive Experience, which was already described in
deliverables D2.1 and D2.2, is the TRACTION player, based on the ImAc player1. This tool
offers support to the playback of 360° videos with immersive audio (ambisonics) and is
used for the delivery of pre-recorded immersive footage of operas. An example of a user
story in this context in presented below:
1

https://www.imac-project.eu/
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Figure 6: 360° video navigation.

In this scenario the user consumes 360° content using a web browser. The content is
streamed from the TRACTION player server hosted on an AWS server, and the user
navigates through the 360° video using a mouse or a VR headset. Users can also perceive
the audio direction as they move, if the footage is recorded with ambisonics technology.
The Immersive Experience Engine is the next tool to be developed under the Work
Package 2 of TRACTION, as it was decided by the members to focus the development
efforts on the Leiria and Barcelona trials during the first year of the project. From the
second year of TRACTION onwards, specific developments and deployments for the
Immersive Experience Engine will follow, including development of storyboards,
wireframes, deployment and pilot activities.

3.2

Storyboarding
The second part of the requirement gathering process involved the creation of
rudimentary storyboards derived from the results of the focus group interviews. This was
mostly an internal process and was the first step to map out actual functionalities of the
final products. Storyboards were kept at a fairly low level of fidelity, e.g. drawing them by
hand on paper, in order to focus on functionality. The actual design of features would
only play a role in later steps of the requirement gathering process.

3.2.1

MediaVault
The goal of storyboarding is to sketch a set of use cases as a series of step-by-step
interactions between people and tools. Based on trial-leader rankings, we choose a
subset of use cases to storyboard, and through discussion, enumerated a set of
interaction steps to sketch. Then, we sketched out each use case, first by hand, then
through a digital design tool such as Figma. At the end of this process, we met with trial
leader to discuss the interaction we were representing in our storyboards. We updated
the storyboards based on their comments and feedback.
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We created the following storyboards:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Onboarding
Main interaction
Responding to notification
Creating a new post
Timeline summary
Emoji Reactions

Figure 7 shows a hand drawn storyboard sketch of the MediaVault onboarding process.
In this process, the user signs up, creates a profile, completes an onboarding tutorial,
selects a set of topic tags, and then finally ends up on the main menu of the app. Figure 8
shows a second storyboard of the MediaVault tool, created in Figma. In this interaction, a
Dona Kolores artist uploads a video with a question about a costume technique. They
create a post which is automatically added to the costume summary timeline. When their
post is created, a Liceu artist that subscribes to the “costume” topic tag receives a
notification and responds to their question through a comment.

Figure 7: Hand-drawn storyboard
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Figure 8: Digital storyboard for the MediaVault

3.2.2

Performance Engine
With the feedback from the focus group interviews and the help of the SAMP team in the
definition of several User Personas profiles that will be using the performance engine the
team developing the performance engine was able to specify a rough list of user needs
and considerations related to the tool. The people involved in the Leiria trial come from
different backgrounds and speak different languages, they want to be able to connect
and communicate with friends and family, have a mid to high familiarity using
smartphones but are usually not comfortable with desktop devices or laptops.
Taking this information into account five user stories were developed, going from the
simplest to the most complex scenario:
•
•
•
•
•

Videoconferencing between remote and stage
Sharing images on the same screen
Sharing images on different screens
Media streaming
Personalized content to remote users

Each user story is presented with a storyboard highlighting the actions of different users,
as well as a short description. The user stories were presented to the SAMP team and
their feedback was then used to specify the wireframes of the performance engine
described in section 3.3.2.
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User Story 1

Figure 9: Videoconference scenario.

In the first user story, the PE is mainly used as a tool to connect users in different
locations, for example the people on the main stage with a remote user connecting from
their home. The operator in this case will have to connect to the performance engine
both the main camera (that is, the camera(s) in the main stage) as well as the camera
from the device of the remote user. In the Performance engine the operator will show
the remote user the output of the main camera, and they will redirect the feed from the
remote users to one of the projectors in the main stage.
User story 2

Figure 10: Sharing images over time.

In this user story, the remote users can share with the operator a set of images from their
device. The operator will then select a subset (or all of them) to be included in the
performance engine. The images will be combined in a slideshow that will act as an
additional component and will replace, for a limited amount of time, the camera feed
displayed in the rooms.
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User story 3

Figure 11: Sharing images over space.

This user story is very similar to the previous one. The main difference in this case is that
the slideshow component is shown together with other components (for example the
remote users’ camera feeds) on the main projector. The operator will choose an
adequate layout to display the different components in the screen.
User story 4

Figure 12: Media streaming.

This user story covers the case of using pre-recorded content during the live event. The
operator can upload content to the Performance Engine from different sources (for
example the local machine, or on the Media Vault database) and use it as another
component to be shown alongside the camera feeds or the user uploaded slide shows. As
for the previous use case the operator can choose the projector (or projectors) that will
display the content and which layout is best for the content. As the operator has full
control on where and when to add the pre-recorded videos, they can also control that
the content is synchronized with the live feeds.
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User story 5

Figure 14: Personalized content (continued)

The last user story tries to depict a more complex scenario, where the operator can show
different content to different users. In Figure 13 and Figure 14, the operator uses the
capabilities of the PE to personalize what two remote users will see. The first remote user
is shown on his screen the live feed from the theatre as well as a pre-recorded video. The
content is displayed using a split layout, since the operator has been instructed by the
scene director that these components are equally important for the show. The second
remote user on the other hand can see on his display the live feed as well as a picture
slideshow on their display. In this case the operator uses a Picture-in-Picture (PIP) layout,
so that the pictures to not distract the user from what’s happening on stage.

3.3

Wireframes
The penultimate step of the process involving requirements entailed the development of
wireframes. While this process is still fairly low-fidelity, it included some more thought
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about front-end features and interaction design. This process would involve several
iterations and feedback sessions between designers and developers.

3.3.1

MediaVault
After understanding interaction through the storyboards, we created wireframes of the
user interfaces. The goals of these wireframes were to show the layout of the different
screens through a series of low-fidelity outlines. As with the previous steps, we
developed wireframes for the two tools through an interactive cycle of design and
feedback. First, we created an initial wireframe in Figma. Then, we met with developers
to understand how the interface should work with the backend, and iterated on the
wireframes based on their feedback. After this, we met with trial leaders for feedback on
the clarity of the interfaces. Based on their feedback we created a final version of the
wireframes that were used to inform tool development.
The MediaVault wireframes consisted of five interaction interfaces: 1) the onboarding
process, 2) user permissions setup, 3) the posting and commenting features, 4) the
timeline summary, and 5) video emoji reactions.
As shown in Figure 15, the onboarding wireframes show how users can choose a
language, sign up, then log into the app. Then, they can create a profile by uploading a
user profile image, and selecting interests. The final screen shows their profile with
selected interests.

Figure 15: Wireframe for the onboarding process
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Figure 16 shows the MediaVault’s administrative permissions setup. The admin is able to
log into user profiles and delete interests, as well as delete posts from a thread.

Figure 16: Wireframe of MediaVault administrative permissions
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Figure 17 shows the MediaVault’s posting and commenting features. Users create a post
by selecting media, adding text, and adding appropriate tags. Other users can respond,
by commenting on that post with additional images and video media. When users select
a post or comment, the related media is highlighted in the display.

Figure 17: Wireframe of MediaVault posting and commenting interfaces
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Figure 18 shows the MediaVault’s summary timeline for each topic. Users can toggle
between a text summary of the topic timeline, and a visual summary timeline, showing
the media included in each post.

Figure 18: Wireframe of MediaVault text and visual timeline

Finally, Figure 19 shows the MediaVault’s emoji reaction timeline. When viewers watch a
video, they can see emoji reactions others have added to different timestamped
moments. Users can add their own emoji reactions, and add timestamped comments to
the video.

Figure 19: Wireframe of the MediaVault video emoji reactions
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3.3.2

Performance Engine
The process of creating storyboards highlighting different use cases as well as the
feedback received from the SAMP team led to the creation of the wireframes that guided
the creation of the Performance Engine user interface.
The main interface is divided into two main capabilities: the pre-production phase, where
the artistic director can define how many rooms/stages will be used in the live
representations as well as how many remote users will participate to the show (see
Figure 20), and the live experience phase, where the operator is able to use the template
previously defined which represents the opera event (see Figure 21).

Figure 20: Specifying the details of the opera representation

After that the operator will specify, for each room, the amount of input devices (cameras
or media sources) as well as the number of output devices (projectors in the case of the
stage, or the mobile device or laptop display for remote users), as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Adding input and output devices
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Once this process is complete for all rooms, the operator is ready to define the different
scenes that will be displayed in the representation. The partition of the show into
different scenes can be made based on artistic considerations (e.g., the director wants
each scene to represent an act of the opera) or on technical ones (in order to facilitate
the work of the operator, the show can be split into many small scenes, and during each
scene the operator will not have the need to specify changes in what is displayed in the
different outputs). The wireframe in Figure 22 shows how the operator can describe the
behaviour of a particular scene.

Figure 22: Specifying the PE behaviour in one scene

The operator in this phase has total control on the components: they can select the
layout of each display, specify when and where to show each component and also choose
if and when to mute or unmute a component.

Figure 23: The performance engine UI for the representation
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Ideally the role of the operator of the PE during the live event is simplified because most
of the scripting was done in the pre-production phase. The operator still has the
possibility to change things (like adding a new input device on the fly or assigning more
time to a scene that is taking longer than expected, as in Figure 24) but the core of the
editing work should be done during the pre-production phase.

Figure 24: Adding one minute to an existing scene.

During the live event, the operator has the possibility to use the chat feature (see Figure
25) in order to send messages to other user acting as operators, as well as to remote
users (for example to notify them in the case they are supposed to go live in the next
scene). The operator can also receive messages, for example to get notified of technical
problems in other rooms, or in case the artistic director wants to go off-script and
decides to show content from other cameras (for example if something relevant is
happening on backstage, or there is a strong emotional reaction from one of the remote
users).

Figure 25: Chat capabilities of the performance engine
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3.4

Technical Requirements
Finally, at the end of the process a series of codified requirements were made available
to the development team, which would go on to potentially break them down further
into tangible tasks which could be implemented. The following subsections show the final
list of requirements handed to the development teams for implementation.

3.4.1

MediaVault
The following table outlines the requirements that resulted from the requirements
gathering process described in the preceding sections. The requirements have been
grouped by type, along with their description and the phase the requirement resulted
from. These requirements were handed to the development team, which then broke
them down if necessary, labelled them and inserted them into the project’s issue tracker.
Table 3: Final requirements for the MediaVault
Type
Accessibility
Accessibility

Accessibility
Accessibility
Accessibility
Backend

Requirement
Caption overlays for videos
Subtitles/descriptions (edit offline, download,
upload)
W3C Compliance (e.g. colour-blind, audio
descriptions), SAAC support
Multi-language translation (English, Catalonian,
Spanish, African languages, Portuguese, Irish)
Voice Interaction with interface
specific tags for accessibility (e.g. language support)
Screen reader support
Level of permissions (e.g. admins, private groups)

Interface
Interface

Desktop/App onboarding
Predefined tags for each trial

Interface
Interface
Interface

Feedback (commenting and tagging)
Password protected user profiles
Edit profile settings after onboarding (description,
tags)
Content moderation
Design for mobile and desktop
Playback support for HD audio and video
Adaptable video quality for device/bandwidth
context (compressed audio/video files)
Image previews
Timestamped media reactions (emoji, sound, text)
Public-facing co-creation summary timeline,
meaningful summary interface (e.g. collage)
Post notifications

Accessibility
Accessibility

Interface
Interface
Media
Media
Media
Media
Summary
Summary
Summary

Post thread timeline (media for all dialogues
relating to a post)
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Phase Gathered
Focus groups
Focus groups
Focus groups
Focus groups,
Personas, Storyboards
Wireframes
Wireframes
Wireframes
Focus groups,
Storyboards
Focus groups
Focus groups,
Storyboards, Pilot
Focus groups
Focus groups
Focus groups
Focus groups
Focus groups
Focus groups
Focus groups,
Storyboards
Focus groups
Focus groups
Focus groups
Focus groups,
Storyboards
Focus groups

Summary
Summary

3.4.2

Daily Digest
Calendar schedule

Focus groups
Focus groups,
Storyboards

Performance Engine
Based on the information collected during the Focus Group and through the creation of
the user stories and the wireframes, we derived a list of requirements representing the
main features of the Performance Engine. The requirements were coded and classified
according to their priority and technological feasibility, as well as relevance for the trials.
Table 4Error! Reference source not found. summarises the requirements identified for
the Performance Engine in the first year of the project.
Table 4: Final requirements for the Performance Engine
Code
Liveness vs.
Asynchronous
Experience

Remote
Communication and
Presentation
Audience
Participation
Co-creation
constraints: Prison
Access
Pre-Production

Media availability
Multiple
locations
support
Editing layout

Media formats

Description
The concept of liveness and recording may bleed into new contexts.
Both co-creation and audience experiences can happen
asynchronously. Allow for easy recording and playing of audio and
video clips, as well as for easy mixing tools that audiences can use to
create or participate in performance.
Create easy way to experience show inside of prison, and for
prisoners inside to react (given technology constraints)
Important to include the audience in some way - can be through
voting, augmenting sound loops, families getting to sing with inmates.
Important to represent individual contributions
Cocreation process should be flexible - should be possible to capture
material offline and turn to online
Provide tools to describe the interactions between remote and local
users prior to the representation, simplifying the work of the operator
during the live event
Media should be stored online and accessed through the Media Vault
server
The interface should be able to support multiple remote users and
multiple location in the event venue.
The operator should be able to choose how the content is displayed
on screen. Multiple layouts should be supported, and different
displays can show different layouts.
The interface should be flexible enough as to support different type
of multimedia content, including but not limited to live streaming,
images, audio and video content (stored either online or on the
operator machine)
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Architecture
After successfully completing the requirement-gathering process, the development
teams for each tool could get to work and start implementing the gathered requirements
using the software development process outlined in chapter 2. This chapter describes the
architecture on top of which the requirements were implemented. This includes a
common base architecture, deployment and integration services used as well as the
specific architecture for each distinct tool.

4.1

Common Infrastructure
In order to create synergies and foster collaboration between the different components
of the project, a shared development environment was set up. This starts with a common
Github account, where each tool receives its own repository complete with issue tracker,
project management tools and continuous integration and deployment setup.
Furthermore, a private Docker container registry was set up at one of the partner’s web
servers for the storage of container images for deployment. This provides a lower-cost
alternative for having a private container registry as opposed to commercial solutions like
Docker Hub, despite the drawback of having to maintain it.
Finally, a common account on AWS was set up. Although only the MediaVault tool makes
extensive use of various AWS services, other parts of the project made use of some
services to provide access to cloud computing resources, online storage or preliminary
experimentation.

4.2

Deployment
For deployment, the project is making use of Github’s recently introduced Github
Actions2, which allows a repository to run arbitrary actions inside virtual computing
environments in response to certain events. More concretely, there are two action
workflows in place:
1. On creation or update of a pull request: lint the codebase and run test suite
2. On push to branch develop: rebuild the Docker container image, lint codebase,
run unit test suite, upload newly build container image to private container
registry and finally call deploy hook which updates application on the server
The first action workflow ensures that any code that is being reviewed as part of a pull
request meets the agreed upon coding standards by checking it against the linter rules
and does not introduce bugs to the existing codebase by running the unit test suite. If
one of these checks fails, the pull request cannot be merged until the issues are
addressed.
The second action workflow, which is triggered by a push to the main development
branch also enforces code linting guidelines and successful running of unit tests, but in
2

https://github.com/features/actions
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addition to that, it rebuilds the Docker image with the newly submitted code and uploads
it to a private, password-protected container registry. Once these steps are passed
successfully, the action finally triggers a deployment hook on the development server,
which fetches the newly built image from the container registry and has the container
orchestration system restart the service in question. After this, the latest version of the
codebase has become available for testing on the development server automatically.
For managing the services on the cloud-server itself, a container orchestration system,
namely Docker Swarm, is employed. It allows for running services safely inside
containers, specifying dependencies between them and scaling them out to different
replicas if need be. It is this container orchestration system, with which the deployment
hook interacts with to update a service on deployment. The orchestration system can
also be interacted with directly via SSH and the command line, e.g. to scale a service to a
different number of instances.

4.3

Architecture
While all tools were able to share some base architecture and tools, each one of the tools
also has specific requirements for environment and third-party services it needs to
interact with. The following subsections detail the specific architecture for each tool in
greater detail and provide a basic overview of functionality.

4.3.1

MediaVault
As outlined in Deliverable D2.1, after evaluating several options, a decision was taken to
develop and deploy the MediaVault infrastructure on top of Amazon Web Services
(AWS). To this end, the project established an AWS account and supplied the
development team with access and the necessary rights for creating services. For the
MediaVault, the following services have been instrumental:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Simple Storage Service (S3)
CloudFront
Elastic Transcoder (ETS)
Simple Notification Service (SNS)
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
AWS Transcribe
AWS Translate

To start with, a virtual server was launched in EC2, running Ubuntu Linux which hosts the
container orchestration system and the services that the MediaVault is comprised of. It
also runs an instance of the Nginx web server which acts as a reverse proxy and performs
SSL termination. Figure 26 outlines how the user interacts with the EC2 instance via a
web browser, how the SSL connection is terminated the reverse proxy and the raw
requests are forwarded to the container managed by the container orchestration system.
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Figure 26: Layout of EC2 instance

Another central role for the MediaVault is played by S3. S3 is an object store, which
allows the storage of arbitrary objects, i.e. files, in a hierarchical structure much like a file
system. A big advantage of S3 is that storage space is virtually unlimited and it can
interact with most other AWS services. So, for instance, if a user uploads a video file to
the MediaVault, it is immediately streamed to S3 and can be directly picked up the Elastic
Transcoder, which transcodes the uploaded file into an output format that can be used
inside a web browser at different quality levels. The resulting files are also placed back in
S3, ready for access. In order speed up access to media assets and minimise latencies at
various geographical locations, all uploaded assets are cached by Amazon CloudFront,
which provides the projects with an easy-to-use Content Distribution Network (CDN).
Assets are requested by a client via a special pre-assigned URL, fetched from S3 by
CloudFront and stored at Amazon-managed edge servers close to the geographical
location of the client, where they remain until the cache expires.

Figure 27: Interaction with AWS cloud

Figure 27 shows the process and all the steps involved in media upload in greater detail.
This also includes the transcription and translation process, which is triggered by an
upload of a media file to S3 as well. The figure also shows how these asynchronous
transcoding, transcription and translation steps update the database through the use of
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SNS. Amazon SNS is a publish-subscribe messaging system, whereby a subscriber, in this
case the MediaVault web application can be informed about status updates by a
publisher. Publishers in this scenario are other AWS services, more specifically the
transcoding, transcription and translation service.
The interplay of these services in the backend makes up the high-level architecture laid
out in Figure 28. The database for the MediaVault is itself stored inside a Docker
container images and handles storage of media asset metadata and references, subtitles,
user and post information and authentication data. The user interacts with the
MediaVault through a web browser which renders a React-based frontend application
implemented in Typescript.

Figure 28: Overall architecture of the MediaVault

4.3.2

Performance Engine
The performance engine is based on a client-server architecture on top of Web
technologies. VICOM has implemented a library called Orkestra, which is the basis of the
Performance Engine.
For the client devices, a Web browser on a device such as a laptop, smartphone or tablet,
the client side of the OrkestraLib is implemented. Although a deeper description of the
modules will be included, OrkestraLib enables the browser the capability both to be a
camera, where the video and audio is captured from the device and distributed to the
WebRTC server, or to be a display (for example a projector in the stage), where the
different components (such as xmedia to show live streams or on-demand video, images,
etc.) could be shown on a specific User Internet Layout (thanks to the User Interface
Engine).
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On top of OrkestraLib, the applications of the Performance Engine are built, being thin
applications just be shown as a display or to be a camera, or the whole control
application to see the operator’s main interface to control everything.
On the server side, the Orkestra Server maintains all the consistency of the environment
though a time server, to enable synchronisation, through a shared data server to keep
the consistency of the scenes and the defined behaviour, and the static server for the
application information.
Finally, the server side is connected to a WebRTC server to manage all the real-time
streams and to the MediaVault server, where all the on-demand videos are stored for the
distribution.
The following diagram shows the architecture of the Performance Engine:
CLIENT

SERVER

PERFORMANCE ENGINE
HTTPS Communication

OrkestraApp & OrkestraControl

ORKESTRA SERVER
Secure
WebSockets

Secure
WebSockets

WebRTC Server

MediaVault Server

HTTPS

Time Server Share Data Server Static Server

OrkestraLib

DATABASE

Secure WebSockets

Time Sync.

Shared Data Context

Distribution Engine
User Interface Engine:
layout of the User Interface

Web Components (xmedia):
real-time sources, on-demand videos, images, etc.

WebRTC Client (JANUS)

Figure 29: Performance engine architecture

A description of the modules of the Performance Engine is detailed below:
CLIENT SIDE
As said before, the Performance Engine main application is built on top of Web
technologies, using HTTPS communications with the underlying OrkestraLib library. These
applications are both the display/camera devices and the main operator control
interface.
OrkestraLib works with secure WebSockets to communicate the client with the server
with the following modules:
•

•

3
4

WebRTC Client: It is a JANUS-based module3 to enable the real-time WebRTC
communications. Both to expose a video and audio image to the server (camera)
or to consume one or many WebRTC streams (display).
Web Components: The application to work as a display (for example as a
projector in the main stage) works on top of a Web application based on
components, following the Web Components standard4. It enables to show or
hide specific components for a specific moment (for example for a specific

https://janus.conf.meetecho.com/
https://www.webcomponents.org/introduction
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•

•
•

•

scene). The xmedia component enables to show real-time streams through
WebRTC, on-demand videos (mp4 progressive download, HLS, MPEG-DASH,
etc.), images, etc. Moreover, other kind of components can be deployed, such as
a chatbox, etc.
User Interface Engine: From the components to be shown with the previous
module, the User Interface Engine enables to structure the layout to show the
selected components. For example, we could create a layout where all the
components have the same size dividing the screen in equal parts, or create a
specific mosaic or Picture-in-Picture layout. The performance engine application
enables to define a layout for each scene and each display.
Distribution engine: This module takes care of the media distribution, both for
real-time communication in both directions, as well as for on-demand sources.
Time sync: It enables to synchronise all the content across the different displays.
For example, if an on-demand video is shown in more than one display on the
stage, this module enables a frame-accurate synchronisation in both devices.
Shared Data Context: This module enables to propagate all the required shared
data context for all the devices involved in the performance. For example, if the
operator moves from one scene to the other, this information is propagated to
all the devices, so they know how to act: change the components to be shown,
use a different layout, etc.

SERVER SIDE
Orkestra has a server-side implementation with a database. On the one hand, it provides
a Time Server functionality through Web Sockets to enable frame-accurate
synchronisation to all the devices. On the other hand, it enables a Shared Data Server,
also through Web Sockets, to enable the propagation of the Shared Data Context. Finally,
it has a Static Server through HTTPS to all the resources (the HTML elements, static
images, texts, buttons, etc.).
For example, the Static Server has a role to store and load the templates with all the
information about the performance. The following image shows the sequence diagram to
load or save a template:

Figure 30: Template sequence diagram
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Moreover, the server-side has also a WebRTC server that could be deployed in the same
or in a different server, to handle the handshakes of the real-time WebRTC
communications. The server-side is also connected to the MediaVault Server, since we
are using it to store the on-demand content.

4.3.3

Immersive Experience Engine
The final architecture of the Immersive Experience Engine will be presented in the next
iteration of this deliverable (D2.5). An overall architecture of the Immersive Experience
Engine is presented below:

Figure 31: Immersive Experience Engine architecture

Based on the existing requirements, the immersive engine will be developed in a 3D
content development engine, such as Unity. Computers and VR headsets will run an
application containing the virtual lobby, communication features (e.g. voice, text chat)
and virtual user models. The devices must be online to enable communications with
other users.
The Media Vault will also be part of the architecture, since it is used for storing media
files of creative work (sound and video) that will form the material with which the VR
opera will be created.
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Development, integration and deployment
This chapter describes the final development cycles for the tools leading up to their
respective user trials. It details the software development cycles and describes the
resulting software.

5.1

MediaVault
As outlined in an earlier chapter, the development of the MediaVault was divided into
three distinct milestones. The milestones are as follows:
-

First Trial Release
UI finalisation
Feature Freeze

The first milestone comprised a great deal of user stories which directly came out of the
requirements gathering process and were deemed essential for the first release.
Functionality from these user stories was directly implemented on top of the existing
framework that came out of the initial prototype. The second milestone was primarily
concerned with the finalisation of the user interface and ensuring that the application
was both usable on desktop browsers as well as mobile devices. Finally, the third and
shortest milestone was concerned with minor adjustments, fixing of eventual bugs and
ensuring the application is in a ready state for the first trial.

5.1.1

Milestone 1: First Trial Release
The first milestone contained 18 issues, most of which user stories and was scheduled
from the end of September until the 15th of November. Most of the issues assigned to
the milestone were core user stories encompassing complex backend functionality and

Figure 32: Burndown chart for the first milestone

issues related to the environment. Figure 32 shows a burndown chart for the
development progress during this first milestone. It should also be noted that the
burndown chart only contains 10 issues. The reason for this is that 8 of the issues
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assigned to the milestone were found to be already covered by the preliminary work
done during the development of the first prototype and could be closed immediately.
Also of note are the three flat sections of the burndown chart, which indicate user stories
being worked on which were either very complex or needed extensive review, before
they could be closed. This presents potential to evaluate the expected complexity of user
stories more closely for the next iteration and break them down even further. Overall,
the relatively low number of issues in this milestone given the length of the milestone
indicate that the user stories might have been too complex and should be broken down
to a finer granularity for the next iteration.

Figure 33: User interface after the first milestone

Figure 33 shows the state of the user front-end after completion of the first milestone. All
the backend functionality for video upload, transcoding, transcription and translation is
already in place. Furthermore, a rudimentary interface for login, signup, post creation
and commenting has been implemented. This interface is very basic and is also not
optimised for the use on mobile devices in any way.

5.1.2

Milestone 2: UI finalisation
The second milestone was almost exclusively devoted to the finalisation of the front-end,
with core backend functionality already implemented either in the first prototype or the
first milestone. It contained 20 issues, which were completed in the period from the 11th
of November until the 20th of November. The extremely small granularity of the issues in
this milestone meant that most of them could be completed in a day or less, with the
burndown chart being much flatter in this iteration.
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Figure 34: Burndown chart for the second milestone

Figure 35 shows the state of the page displaying a post with multiple media items on a
mobile device after the second milestone. The page now allows for the upload of
multiple media assets of different type at once and seamlessly adapts itself to the space
requirements of a mobile device.

Figure 35: MediaVault adapting the layout to a mobile device

Similarly, Figure 36 shows the same page on a desktop browser with a landscape layout.
Note how the menu and the content expands to fit the size of the window.
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Figure 36: MediaVault adapting the layout to a desktop device

5.1.3

Milestone 3: Feature Freeze
The third and final milestone of this iteration was merely comprised of a work-week
lasting from the 21st of November until the 26th of November and contained 13 issues.
The purpose of this trial was it to make sure the MediaVault application is ready for the
first trial. This meant acceptance testing, bug fixing and ensuring compatibility with enduser devices. This involved a continuous back and forth with other stakeholders of the
project which were also involved in acceptance testing. At the end of this milestone and
after all acceptance tests were reviewed and passed, the development branch of the
project repository was merged into the main branch and a new release was tagged,
which was deployed into the staging environment, completing the first release of the
MediaVault.
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Figure 37: Burndown chart for the third milestone

The version of the application which was tagged as a release at the end of the third
development cycle was used to perform a series of user tests in December 2020 in
Barcelona. These sessions took place at Centre Ocupacional Sinia (Figure 38: User test at
Centre Ocupational Sinia) and Escola Massana, involving potential end users for the
MediaVault. Details and results of these sessions are described in exhaustive detail in
deliverable D4.2.

Figure 38: User test at Centre Ocupational Sinia
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5.2

Performance Engine
The Performance Engine is developed on top of Web technologies: mainly using
JavaScript. On the client-side, the OrkestraControl application, which is the main
interface for the operator, is developed with the Angular Framework. However, the
displays and cameras are built on top of JS Vanilla, since it provides a better performance
for a simpler application, such as the camera and/or the display.
The server-side is implemented on top of NodeJS and MongoDB and deployed in an
Amazon AWS server. Currently, the WebRTC server is based on JANUS and it is deployed
on Amazon AWS. However, the Amazon Kinesis Video Streams with WebRTC5 will be
explored to see if there is an improvement of the performance.
Finally, the Media Vault is deployed in Amazon AWS (see previous section) and the
Performance Engine is integrated with that functionality to upload the on-demand videos
and images that will be used in the performance and to distribute them.
The performance engine was used for to perform user tests in the Leiria prison (see D4.2
for details). The release of the performance engine used during the tested implemented
all the functionalities and requirements described in Section 3.
Performance Engine operator interface
The interface for the operator, on top of the OrkestraControl application, enables the
operator to create a new show, defining how many different locations will be connected:

Figure 39: Operator interface of the Performance Engine

The operator is able to define a name for each one of the locations (MOZART room,
EQUIPMENT room and HOME room in the example), as well as adding devices to each
location (in the example, two projector displays in the MOZART room, left and right, and
a Camera device).
5

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kinesisvideostreams-webrtc-dg/latest/devguide/what-iskvswebrtc.html
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Figure 40: Example of the operator interface for the Performance Engine

After that, the operator is able to upload the content (on-demand videos, images, etc.)
that will be used in the show:

Figure 41: Content upload on the operator interface
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After that configuration, the operator is already in the main interface:

Figure 42: Main operator interface for the Performance Engine

On the top left part, in the MEDIA section, all the available on-demand assets are shown
as a preview. There is also a CAMERA section, where all the defined cameras are shown
as a preview. If the connection is not available, a NO SIGNAL video will be shown.
On the top right part, the operator can see a preview of what is happening in all the
rooms. The operator has three tabs (MOZART, EQUIPMENT and HOME), and a preview
window for each display available in that room. This preview windows shows exactly
what the displays will be showing in that scene.
Down in the left, the operator can assign a specific component to a row (an on-demand
video or a real-time stream). Down in the right, each column is a scene, and the
operators select the components to be shown on each scene (the selected green boxes).
Finally, the operator selects also a layout for each scene on each display.
In the following image, a different view of the same interface is shown, where a live
camera is shown on the right screen.
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Figure 43: Live camera on the operator interface

Finally, the Performance Engine shows also links for each device defined in the show.
Those links must be opened across the different browsers in devices (either displays and
cameras):

Figure 44: Devices defined for the Performance Engine
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Interface to use a display
This interface is very simple in terms of usability. If a Display link is open in a web browser
(for example for a projector), the START button needs to be pressed first. This is required,
since without the interaction of the browser, the API will not be allowed to manage the
audio of the browser:

Figure 45: Display interface of the Performance Engine

Once you press start, you can show the browser in full screen and the content will be
shown depending how the operator manages the performance:

Figure 46: Display interface with full screen content
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The following image shows another screen capture:

Figure 47: Display interface with content

Interface to use a camera
This interface shows first a button to authorise the use of the camera and the
microphone from the browser:

Figure 48: Start interface to use a camera

If the user presses START (INICIAR), the camera is enabled. The user is able to select the
camera and microphone to be shown (if there are more than one camera and mic in the
device). From that moment on, the camera is ready for the operator:
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Figure 49: Interface to use a camera

Non-web-based video and audio capture
Apart from all the aforementioned Web-based implementation, the Performance Engine
implements a Linux-based solution to capture good quality audio and video. A Blackmagic
video input card and a Focusrite audio interface is used together with an application
based on Gstreamer to directly upload the stream to the Janus server. After that, it is
available for the distribution.

5.3

Immersive Experience Engine
The deployment of the Immersive Experience Engine will start once the user stories and
wireframes are finalised. A GitHub repository6 will be used for version control and code
hosting. This repository also contains the code for the existing 360° TRACTION player.
Integration with the Media Vault is also envisioned, as its database stores user generated
content, assets and media files.

6

https://github.com/tv-vicomtech/traction_ImmersiveInstallation
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Conclusion and future work
Finally, this chapter offers a summary and evaluation of the process that was followed
and highlights potential issues and offers an outlook onto the work that is planned for
the near future.

6.1

Media Vault
After the work done during the first year, there are three main issues that need to be
addressed as requirements. These include interface changes, image and video processing
features, and the design of a meaningful timeline summary.
Interface: Study participants gave thorough feedback about the visual design of the
interface, menu, search, and tagging capabilities, and about the user profiles. This
included changing the colours and visual layout, making the menu and tagging features
clearer, and adding more functionality to the search feature and user profiles.
Participants wanted larger images, less text, predefined tags in the posts, and the ability
to comment on posts with emoji reactions. In the timeline view, participants expressed
the desire to search by words, dates, users, and types of content. Participants also
wanted to see the profiles of other users.
Image Processing: The pilot found that participants wanted several basic image and
video processing features. They expressed a desire to trim images and videos, to mark
them up, and to preview videos before uploading them. Notably, participants disagreed
whether to include some image processing features. Some wanted to change the
contrast, brightness, white balance and saturation, whereas others wanted to modify the
light of the image but not the contrast. Others explained that the tool did not need
extensive editing features, expressing that there are already other platforms and tools
dedicated to editing. Participants also wanted preview, compression, and comment
features for video editing. This included being able to watch video previews, adding
comments to a video, and compressing it before uploading.
Timeline Summary: The study found that participants were split about how to visualize
their contributions over time. When asked about an auto-generated summary,
participants wanted a way to show their work in progress in order for others to follow
the evolution of work. However, they were concerned that auto-generated summaries
were ugly and impersonal, and proposed alternatives, such as a collage.
Moreover, another set of requirements which was not addressed, or only addressed in
the form of preliminary groundwork is the addition of some sort of narrative engine and
functionality to autogenerate stories from interrelated user-uploaded content.
Overall, the study provided fruitful feedback about the value of the tool for co-creation.
Participant feedback gathered during this study will inform the requirements that will be
used in the next stage of the MediaVault design process.
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6.2

Performance Engine
After the work done during the first year, there are three main issues that need to be
addressed as requirements. These three requirements are broad and general, and they
need to be translated towards specific requirements for implementation. However, they
are critical in terms on the direction and the horizon of the Performance Engine in the
future.
Role of the director and role of the operator: Currently, the Performance Engine shows a
“template creation” process that is to be completed before the start of the show. It
requires to have a view on what is going to happen, how many different locations are
going to be connected, how many displays are there going to be on each location, how
many cameras are we going to use on each place, the on-demand videos/images that are
going to be used, and the definition of the show, scene by scene, with all the
aforementioned content.
All the decisions are typically made by the director: someone who has an overall view of
the show.
However, the Performance Engine enables also the operation of the pre-defined show
during the performance. An operator could ensure that all the input sources are working
and move from one scene to the other. Moreover, it has the power to slightly modify it
(for example if a video source is not available).
All these tasks are done by an operator, that needs to be in contact with the director(s),
which they are taking instructions from.
Therefore, the Performance Engine should analyse if there is the need of a differentiation
between the role of the creator, that creates the whole story, and the role of the
operator. Who creates the template before the show, and how do they work (through
the Performance Engine or through another mechanism) during the show to make
decisions on top of an unexpected event?
Universality or Professional tool: Regarding the experimentation of the Performance
Engine within the SAMP’s team, two different horizons have been identified. Even
through addressing both would be the ideal, we should probably prioritise one of them:
•

•

Universality: Make a simple tool to be used from any browser in any device.
Research towards a very usable and simple tool where all the users (inmates,
families, guards, audience) could easily join and participate through their
displays, cameras, microphones, etc. Of course, this increases the risk in a show,
since we would have to rely on the Internet Connection and the capabilities of
the user to use correctly the software. Moreover, the audio and video quality
will depend a lot on their devices, camera quality and microphone quality.
However, it enables a very democratic participation of a great number of people.
It has a great potential and impact for the project.
Professionality: Make sure that we are able to connect distributed locations
through professional video and audio contributions. This might require a
controlled environment with specific and tested devices, Internet connection,
microphones and with a technician on each location.
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The most interesting scenario will be a combination of both. This means to have “secure
locations” where we can trust for a key role in the performance, while having other
locations/participants that would have a minor role in the performance.
Deterioration of the audio quality: If we focus on the “universality”, we have to ensure
that the Performance Engine does not deteriorate the audio quality. Of course, if
someone is using a mobile phone, the audio quality would be as good as the microphone
is. There is nothing we can do there. However, using Web technologies to capture and
send that audio, typically deteriorates the sound quality, and we, at least, need to ensure
that this won’t happen.
The Performance Engine lays on top of Web technologies. Therefore, it used the
getUserMedia() function that the Stream API provides. This function is widely deployed
across the different browser (94% regarding CanIUse7):

However, this functionality is typically used for videocalls and not for music. For example,
in Chrome echoCancellation and NoiseSupression is used for getUserMedia audio
streams. This deteriorates the music. There are ways to disable those functions, both
opening a specific tab of Chrome disabling them, or using the Stream API. However, this
needs to be better explored to work over all the browsers and devices. This is not a
specific problem of the performance engine: it happens also for Google Meets or similar
tools. Nevertheless, it is important to solve it for the Performance Engine, since the main
focus will be to deliver music.
The getUserMedia function applies also often a normalisation of the audio. This means
that deletes the nuances of a melody, not enabling the best differentiation between a
pianissimo or a fortissimo.
Finally, getUserMedia sometimes provides mechanisms for small connection fails, such as
changing the playback rate of the audio for a better synchronisation with the video and a
smoother videocall. It works very well for talking, but it deteriorates the audio signal for
music, since it might change the pitch and the rhythm of the song.
The Performance Engine needs to control all these elements and use alternatives ways to
capture the video and the audio. The Performance Engine already enables to use

7

https://caniuse.com/?search=getusermedia
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Blackmagic cards and External Audio Interfaces to capture a good quality video and
audio, that is delivered without deterioration. However, if we do not want to have a
technician on each location, we need to capture good video and audio from the browser
(at least as good as the microphone is).

6.3

Immersive Experience Engine
Even though the first year of TRACTION had a focus on the development of the Media
Vault and the Performance Engine, the plans for the Immersive Experience Engine have
started.
The same user-centric approach has been employed, which started with interviews and
fruitful discussions in the workshop led by INO. This type of discussions results in the
initial requirements, which will be followed by the development of wireframes and an
architecture. The next step consists of the deployment of the tool and pilot activities with
users for the identification of additional requirements, enhancements and features to be
implemented.
During the second year of TRACTION, the development of the Immersive Experience
Engine will continue with further discussions on how the tool will contribute to the virtual
experience being developed by INO and how users perceive the initial version of the tool,
in order for enhancements and new functionalities to be implemented.
As described in Section 3.1.3, it has been already identified that the Immersive
Experience Engine and the trial will focus on bringing creative content in VR, facilitating
emotional virtual connections, integrating multiple senses in innovative ways and making
audio a central aspect of the experience, and also focus on a social experience, providing
communication tools in a virtual space.
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